
BomberGirl and the Mechanic
Electronic Music, Vocals, Dance and Animation

About BomberGirl and the Mechanic

Bombergirl and the Mechanic launch shows which are like raves with fantastic (sometimes bizarre) 
live entertainment. Sonic mayhem mixed with four Fosse-styled back-up dancers strutting and 
sometimes jumping on trampolines makes for an unexpected show. Whether joined by a violin 
section or jugglers, always a live VJ fills the imagination with textured places and pretty spaces. 
BomberGirl and the Mechanic are sure to take the night into flight! 

Be sure to check out our promotional video with footage from the TV show, "New Music Showcase".

BomberGirl and the Mechanic is the deep beat driven sounds of electronica mixed in luscious, 
expansive symphonic orchestrations–a fusion of organic and synthesized soundscapes melting 
away boundaries under the heat of BomberGirl's voice. BomberGirl is inspired and surprising, 
whether it be poetic vocals both sultry and powerful, lavishly choreographed dance to electro-pop 
or a neon world inhabited by Zeppelins floating on currents of voice. Cameos and unique couplings 
abound in a BomberGirl show: characters leap, slide and slip away into subterranean caverns, or 
emerge over an arboreal canopy gliding on mechanical wings. BomberGirl flights bring a colorful and 
eclectically costumed dance troupe and animated stories projected into spaces...The stage is set 
and the dancers poised...Swirls of sound and sight fill the stage with excitement as eye and ear 
candy flood in a variety of delicious flavors.

What is BomberGirl and the Mechanic?

Extraordinary Music
BomberGirl’s music is simply some of the most evocative electronica on the scene today. Beat 
oriented and rich with new ideas, the BomberGirl sound spans a large range of influences from 
electro-pop to techno, bringing together deep, driving electronica that is blended seamlessly with 
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large-scale arrangements and organic sounds. BomberGirl strives to bring performances to the 
stage as rich and complex as Bjork, while electrifying our audiences with the intoxicating sounds of 
the dance club. BomberGirl’s vocals are sultry and powerful, both sculptural and poetic, she 
captivates and then compels audiences to the dance floor with a style all her own.

Choreographed Dance
BomberGirl’s dance troupe are the finest dancers on the modern stage. Stunningly beautiful and 
dressed in lavish costuming, they add brilliant, colorful motion to the show.  Movement that is always 
entertaining and very unique in its conception, the BomberGirl dancers are the “icing on the cake”, 
making each show engaging and sexy, rave-like and absolute, debaucherous fun.

    

Stunning Animation
Tower Control’s animation and VJ performances are perfectly coupled and synchronized to the 
BomberGirl stage. Projecting into spaces and also many times using the dancers as a evolving 
canvas for light and color, his iridescent designs radiate over all and add yet another element of 
depth to the BomberGirl experience.

BomberGirl Pushes the Envelope of Possibility
Bringing together aspects of audio and visual technology, light, sound and movement, BomberGirl 
reaches into the the future of stage performance. From concept to the computer, from idea to visual 
and dance, to mixing all these aspects to form a rich, detailed and unified experience, BomberGirl 
pushes the envelope of of what is possible.
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